
Curated content and lesson guidance that
drive authentic inquiry

Videos provide students with another way to explore social studies

concepts and compelling questions. And with searchable

transcripts and embedded quizzes, these videos help students

access grade-level material for U.S. History, World History,

Economics, Civics, and more. Plus, teachers save time from

scouring the web for unvetted videos.

Purchase Newsela Social Studies to equip teachers with a vast source of differentiated, course-aligned

content and learning activities that elevate multiple perspectives and help facilitate inquiry for all learners.

Course-area collections for U.S. History, World History, Ancient

Civilization, World Geography, Black U.S. History, Civics, and

Economics make lessons more accessible and relevant for students.

Built around compelling questions, these student-centered resources

double down on diverse perspectives and modern connections.

Resources developed with C3 Teachers help take inquiry from theory 

to practice in classrooms. Inquiries support meaningful student-led 

exploration of topics ranging from Holocaust and Genocide Studies, 

to Chinese Imperialism, to political campaigns.

Engaging videos curated alongside texts

Course-area collections for daily instruction

Teachers' favorite features. 
Available only with Newsela Social Studies.

NEWSELA SOCIAL STUDIES

Your teachers already love free news content from Newsela.
Help them get even more out of it with premium access to
Newsela Social Studies.



Compare Newsela Social Studies to
the free news content on Newsela.

  Access to current events and news articles at 5 reading levels

  Access to 20+ genres of other text content, like primary sources and biographies, all at 5 reading levels

  Access to hundreds of vetted, engaging social studies videos with embedded quizzes, searchable 
  transcripts, and curated alongside texts

  Comprehension quizzes, writing prompts, and annotations available to students

  Teacher access to quiz grades, writing prompt submissions, and student annotations

  Access to Professional Learning resources in the Educator Center

  Social studies-specific activities and writing prompts

  Robust course-area collections support lessons in U.S. History, World History, Ancient Civilization, 
  World Geography, Black U.S. History, Civics, and Economics

  Inquiry-focused collections developed in partnership with C3 Teachers on Civics, Holocaust and 
  Genocide Studies, and more

  Dedicated resources on digital citizenship, media literacy, and financial literacy

  Current events paired with primary sources in the History Comes to Life collection

  Capstone projects available in the Cornerstone Activities collection

  Whole-child supports embedded in resources related to complex topics like immigration, national 
  politics, race and ethnicity, or climate change

  Curriculum Complements that organize Newsela content to directly support and enhance popular 
  curricular materials teachers are already using

  Content is aligned to state social studies standards and national social studies frameworks

  Ability to search for and discover content by the state social studies standard it supports

  Writing prompts that promote standards-based social studies skills, like argumentation, evaluation, 
  and analysis

  Embedded Lesson Sparks give teachers tools and strategies to promote disciplinary skills like inquiry

  Visibility into student reading activity and performance on formative assessments

  Administrator visibility into teacher utilization and student activity

Content Library

Instructional Resources

Alignment to Social Studies Standards

Reporting & Insights

Newsela 
Social Studies

Custom Collections Professional Learning State add-on collectionsLGBTQIA+ Collection

Design a Collection that is 
fully aligned to your district’s
academic priorities and 
instructional frameworks.

Provide teachers with
learning workshops
based on school or 
district goals.

Premium curations of
state-specific content
for select states.

Unlock resources that 
explore the history and topics
associated with the LGBTQIA+
community throughout the
past 100 years.

Available Add-Ons

Learn more at newsela.com/about/products/social-studies

Free Version


